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One Track – Countless Possibilities 
BILSTER BERG is so much more than just a racetrack. It is the perfect setting for a product launch, a test 
circuit, for a track day or as a photo and film set.  

The heart of BILSTER BERG is the 4.2-kilometer-long asphalt track. Walter Röhrl called it the world’s most 
emotional racetrack. And with 44 crests and dips, 19 curves, a 26 percent downward gradient and a 21 percent 
incline, the circuit has a greater height difference per kilometer than the legendary Nordschleife of the 
Nürburgring.  
 
Two for one 

However, the track can be split into a 1.8-kilometer Westschleife and a 2.4-kilometer Ostschleife. This allows two 
groups to use the track independently, including separate entrances.  

Two separate paddocks – the upper paddock measuring more than 9,000 m2, the lower measuring 6,500 m2 – 
can also be used independently of one another. Each paddock has its own pit lane with four pit halls each. 
Moreover, 19 rental halls are installed on the premises, each with its own sanitary facilities and electricity and 
water supplies, making them ideal locations for a variety of corporate events. 
 
An off-road course with obstacles 

A separate, five-kilometer-long off-road course offers a number of obstacles for off-road vehicles such as 
traverses, water ditches and a 100% downward gradient. 
 
A driver safety course with skid training 

For driver safety and perfection training, BILSTER BERG offers a 320 × 60 meter floodable dynamic track. This 
area can be used to simulate various driving situations and train drivers on how to handle them, for example 
driving on slippery or wet roads.  
 
Outside of the car 

... the modern Club House on the Westschleife offers a 360° view of the pristine Teutoburg Forest. And at TURN 
ONE, the restaurant on the Ostschleife terrace, visitors can round out an exciting day with delicious food and 
drink.  
 


